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Neurotech Planet ’s Team.
Thank you,

Our community is growing and becoming more vibrant every single day. Our ultimate goal is to reach 

everyone around the world.

At Neurotech Planet you find a global group of like-minded people, and future partners, with new 

perspectives and an unshakeable hope to improve our current standards. Your collaboration and 

participation in our events is a key part of our strategy.

OnOn behalf of the entire team of Neurotech Planet, we would like to end this letter with a profoundly 

sincere “Thank You”… We are honoured to have you with us… Together we will accomplish our most 

ambitious goals.

Dear
Reader
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Neurotech Planet provides people around the world the opportunity to hear the 

most remarkable leaders in the field. Our purpose is to empower everyone to join 

our eorts, and to provide everyone with the opportunity to learn from the top 

leaders in the field.

It is our mission not only to educate everyone, but also to serve as a platform 

where everyone can have an active role on making the future a reality.

ItIt is our goals to inspire and empower each participant to become an active agent. 

We believe that everyone around the world will be able to have a contribution for 

our common goals.

Regardless of where each participant lives, we are bringing everyone online, 

giving everyone the opportunity to participate in changing the current status quo, 

and giving everyone the opportunity to join this global eort, aordably, easily, 

and comfortably.

OurOur mission is to empower everyone to join our goals, by educating, and providing 

the proper tools for action, as well as by providing orientation and mentorship 

from the best in the world. We believe we make the world a better place… 

together…

Our
Vision
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Program
Overview

www.neurotechplanet.net
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10:30am ENO
TALK

VIEW SPEAKER

Jacob Flood

10:00am NEUROTECHNOLOGY
TALK

VIEW SPEAKER

Dorian Haci

09:30am CONSCIOUS LABS
TALK

VIEW SPEAKER

Julien Dauguet, Ph.D.

09:00am BIONIC VISION
TECHNOLOGIES

TALK
VIEW SPEAKER

Brian Gordon

08:45am OPENING SPEECH

08:30am REGISTRATION

MORNING (EST Time)
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01:00pm LUNCH BREAK

12:30pm PANEL

VIEW
SPEAKER

Hannah
Hare

VIEW
SPEAKER

Julien
Dauguet

VIEW
SPEAKER

Dorian
Haci

VIEW
SPEAKER

Owen
Phillips

VIEW
SPEAKER

Peter
Suma

VIEW
SPEAKER

Thomas
Semah

VIEW
SPEAKER

Nick
Halper

VIEW
SPEAKER

Max
Newlon

VIEW
SPEAKER

Jacob
Flood

VIEW
SPEAKER

Asaf
Harel

VIEW
SPEAKER

Giorgio
Gaviraghi

12:00pm YNEURO
TALK

VIEW SPEAKER

Thomas D. Semah

11:30am BRAINGRADE
TALK

VIEW SPEAKER

Nick Halper

11:00am BRAINCO, USA
TALK

VIEW SPEAKER

Max Newlon

MORNING (EST Time)
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03:30pm CTO / AXEM
NEUROTECHNOLOGY

TALK

VIEW SPEAKER

Christopher Lee Friesen

03:00pm G.TEC

TALK
VIEW SPEAKER

Guger Christoph

02:30pm TEMPER

TALK
VIEW SPEAKER

Dalton Combs, Ph.D.

02:00pm BRAIN AGE - WHAT IS
IT? WHY IS IT IMPORTANT?

TALK

VIEW SPEAKER

Owen Phillips, Ph.D.

AFTERNOON (EST Time)
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06:00pm END OF CONFERENCE

05:00pm PANEL

VIEW
SPEAKER

Bhuvanesh
Awasthi

VIEW
SPEAKER

Steven A.
Garan

VIEW
SPEAKER

Dalton
Combs

VIEW
SPEAKER

Guger
Christoph

VIEW
SPEAKER

Martin
Dinov

VIEW
SPEAKER

Nuno
Martins

VIEW
SPEAKER

Christopher
Friesen

VIEW
SPEAKER

Miguel
Pais-Vieira

VIEW
SPEAKER

Mikhail A.
Lebedev

04:30pm @MAAIND
TALK

VIEW SPEAKER

Martin Dinov, Ph.D.

04:00pm COGNIXION
TALK

VIEW SPEAKER

Andreas Forsland

AFTERNOON (EST Time)
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Speakers

www.neurotechplanet.net
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Owen Phillips, Ph.D. is the CEO of and Co-Founder of BrainKey ( 
https://www.brainkey.ai/ ). BrainKey is an AI startup that is 
focused on building tools to help patients with neurological 
conditions. Owen founded BrainKey while at Stanford 
University and has raised venture capital funds from

YCombinator, Soma, and Amino Capital. Additionally, Owen is a 
leading neuroscience researcher and has published 45+ 
scientific manuscripts in high-impact peer-reviewed journals 
with leading researchers in the US, Europe, and Asia. For more 
info see: https://owenphillips.com/

CEO of and Co-Founder of BrainKey

Owen Phillips, Ph.D.
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Andreas is the Founder & CEO of Cognixion, a digital health 
startup based in Santa Barbara, California and Toronto, Ontario. 
Cognixion builds accessible and aordable neuroprosthetic 
software and wearables that use biometric sensors and ML in 
new ways to help people with complex disabilities use their 
face, eyes and brain as a direct control interface for mobile

and AR accessibility. Cognixion is recognized as a top 21 
neurotech startup to watch, and is focused on scaling up the 
transformation of over 100 million lives and translating 
universal design approaches for everyone by focusing on the 
most challenging human interaction needs. 

Founder and CEO Cognixion.

Andreas Forsland
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Brian joined Bionic Vision Technologies from Cochlear Ltd 
where he has held various senior engineering roles including 
most recently the position of Senior Portfolio Manager, 
Implants. Brian was responsible for delivery of Cochlear’s new 
implant projects to market. As CSO, Brian will oversee BVT’s 
future product development, clinical trials and regulatory 
approval initiatives required for the commercialisation of BVT’s 
reretinal implant. From his time at Cochlear and RØDE, Brian 
brings his strong leadership and deep experience in program 
management and the full development and commercialization 
cycle of implantable devices. To date, BVT’s “bionic eye” has 
been implanted in 7 patients including 4 currently enrolled in 
the first trial of a completely portable device.

Bionic Vision Technologies Pty Ltd (BVT) is an Australian 

medical device company that aims to preserve and restore a 
sense of vision by developing a range of best in class 
technologies to address degenerative retinal conditions. BVT is 
commercialising the technologies developed by Bionic Vision 
Australia (BVA), a consortium of leading universities and 
research institutes funded by the Australian Research Council 
from 2010 to 31 December 2016. In April 2017, BVT received 
A$23A$23.6 million from Hong Kong-based State Path Capital and 
China Huarong International Holdings. The funds enabled BVT 
to accelerate development and clinical studies. Consortium 
members collaborating on the trial include the Bionics 
Institute, Centre for Eye Research Australia, CSIRO’s Data 61, 
the University of Melbourne, and The Royal Victorian Eye and 
Ear Hospital. BVT will seek further capital to complete 
rregulatory trials and technology development.

Chief Technology O cer at Bionic Vision Technologies.

Brian Gordon
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Jacob is the Founder & CEO at Eno, a company headquartered 
in Montreal, Quebec, Canada working on neurotechnologies. He 
is also the Founder & CEO of the company Nameeno, a company 

that  Raised $1.3M+ on Kickstarter, and Partnered with ONKYO. 
Also he is an author, and wrote the book: Study Smart: How to 
Get Amazing Grades with Minimal Eort. 

Founder & CEO at Eno.

Jacob Flood
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Julien is founder and CEO of Conscious Labs 
(https://conscious-labs.com), a neurotech company based in 
France, specializing in the development of a new generation of 
devices for measuring brain activity. After earning his 
engineering degree in medical signal processing and his PhD in 
neuroscience in the field of translational medicine, Julien 
worked as a researcher at Harvard Medical School where he 
focusedfocused on brain connectivity and child brain development 
before joining the Paris Imaging Research team at Philips 
Healthcare. He then obtained a position as a full-time 

researcher on novel brain imaging technologies for 
neurodegenerative diseases at the French National Center for 
Scientific Research. His interest in entrepreneurship led him to 
head the research team in a parisian medtech before attending 
the international Startup Leadership Program and founding 
Conscious Labs with the inspiring vision of taking 
neurotechnologies out of the lab…  Julien is co-inventor of 
seseveral patents and has authored multiple peer-reviewed 
journal and conference articles.

CEO and founder of Conscious Labs

Julien Dauguet, Ph.D.
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BrainCo, a brain-machine interface (BMI) startup incubated in 
the Harvard Innovation Lab, develops core BMI technology.

Our company has 3 main business units: FocusCalm, 
BrainRobotics, and NeuroMaker.

FFocusCalm is a brain-sensing headband and app that trains 
your brain for better focus and a calmer mind. Our users are 
elite athletes, people looking to deepen their meditation 
practice, and anyone who wants to be less stressed. 
(www.focuscalm.com).

BrainRobotics has developed the most accessible and 
advanced prosthetic hand for amputees, giving them control 
over individual finger movement with our groundbreaking 
muscle signal algorithm. FDA approval Spring 2021. 
(www.brainrobotics.com)

NeuNeuroMaker leverages the technology from FocusCalm and 
BrainRobotics and spins them into educational products to 
teach students about BMI, programming, engineering, and what 
it’s like to be a real neuroscientist. These aren’t toys or robots, 
NeuroMaker is real neuroscience in the classroom. 
(www.neuromakerstem.com)

President of BrainCo, USA.

Max Newlon
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I am passionate about the interaction of technology and 
humanity and applying science+technology for the betterment 
of the individuals and society. With deep domain expertise in 
artificial intelligence, neuroscience, biology and bioinformatics, 
computer science and software engineering, I am interested in 
developing and applying technologies to better understand and 
augment human biology, especially the brain. In parallel, I apply 
existingexisting and novel AI methods to improve the e ciency and 
capability of existing systems, with a special interest on RL, 
explainable AI and AI safety.

In my current view, the most likely solution to the AI Control 
Problem is augmenting the human brain and biology and, in 
parallel, developing explainable and safe AI methods.

I am also involved in initiatives around space exploration. I 
believe that going to space and living elsewhere (like Mars) 
presents great opportunities for ethical, social, technological 
and philosophical developments for humanity. I recently 

started the London chapter of the international Mars Society.

II received my Ph.D. from Imperial College London for work I did 
on machine learning and computational models for improving 
brain computer interfaces and modeling brain dynamics, for 
which I was fully funded by a UK Ministry of Defence DSTL 
scholarship. I spent some time then thinking about 
interpretable machine learning and computational methods, as 
well as RL with human-in-the-loop.

WWhile I enjoy science, technology and business, I am an also a 
lover of nature – believing that the lack of connection to Earth 
to be one of the great ailments of modern society.

“If our small minds, for some convenience, divide this glass of 
wine, this universe, into parts — physics, biology, geology, 
astronomy, psychology, and so on — remember that nature 
does not know it!” -Richard Feynman.

CEO and Founder @Maaind.

Martin Dinov, Ph.D.
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Thomas Semah is CEO of Yneuro, a neurotechnology 
artificial-intelligence startup, which develops an interactive 
content delivery system based on the measure of brain musical 
satisfaction (patent filed). Passionate neuroscientist and music 
composer, Thomas conducted independent research at 
Stanford University at the intersection of machine learning, 
digital signal processing, and music information retrieval. 
ThomasThomas also assisted companies in a variety of industries in the 
deployment of AI-based technologies.

Yneuro’s top-notch engineering team is currently working on

the groundbreaking mission to reshape the future of music and 
entertainment. Yneuro has been named one of Hello 
Tomorrow’s Deep Tech Pioneers and ended as a finalist at the 
world-leading music startup competition Midemlab 2020.

ThomasThomas is a graduate of the Ecole Centrale Paris engineering 
school (2016), and he holds an MSc in Financial Engineering 
from Paris Dauphine University (2015) and an MSc in 
Biomedical Engineering from ESPCI Paris – PSL (2018). He also 
completed a Master’s Thesis in Neurology & Neurological 
Sciences at Stanford University (2018). 

Founder & CEO at Yneuro.

Thomas D. Semah
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Miguel Pais-Vieira is an Assistant Professor at the Instituto of 
Biomedicine – iBiMed, University of Aveiro, Portugal. His 
current line of research is focused on brain-machine interfaces 
for sensorimotor integration and rehabilitation in humans. 

This approach combines the use of real-time analysis and 
decoding of EEG activity to control an exoskeleton while the 
subject receives tactile and thermal feedback.

Assistant Professor at the Instituto of Biomedicine.

Miguel Pais-Vieira, Ph.D.
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My most valuable skill is my ability to quickly synthesize 
information at a systems level. Leveraging this with a process 
oriented approach allows me to create eective strategies for 
companies in the form of product roadmaps, process 
optimization, and resource planning . Combining this with years 
of teaching experience allows me to communicate these plans 

at  multiple levels to create cohesive work environments where 
team members can rally around projects they feel confident 
and competent in.

My specialties include business strategy, product development, 
analytics, customer experience, and team management.

Co-Founder at Braingrade

Nick Halper
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Christopher is the CTO & Co-Founder of the company Axem 
Neurotechnology. 
 
He is a neuroscientist, entrepreneur and writer based in Halifax,

Nova Scotia. He is passionate about science, data, and digital 
interactive systems. He believes we can use real-time 
information about the brain to expand human flourishing.

CTO & Co-Founder at Axem Neurotechnology

Christopher Lee Friesen
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Peter is Chairman and Co-CEO of Applied Brain Research Inc. 
(ABR). Peter co-founded ABR with a team of computational 
neuroscientists from the University of Waterloo’s Centre for 
Theoretical Neuroscience. Applied Brain Research Inc. is one of

the world’s leading neuromorphic software companies. Peter’s 
research interests are in cortical algorithms and complex 
neuron response models for implementing advanced AI 
networks. He works at the intersection of AI and venture 
capital.

Entrepreneur, CEO & Venture Capitalist

Peter Suma
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Guger Christoph studied electrical and biomedical engineering 
at the University of Technology Graz in Austria and Johns 
Hopkins University in the USA and received his PhD in 1999. In 
1999 he started the company g.tec which was now branches in 
Austria, Spain, the USA and Hong Kong. g.tec produces 
high-quality neurotechnology and real-time brain computer 

interfaces for the research, medical and consumer market. The 
company is active in many international research projects 
about brain-computer interfacing, neuromodulation, stroke 
rehabilitation, assessment and communication with patients 
with disorders of consciousness and high-gamma mapping in 
epilepsy and tumor patients.

g.tec Co-founder.

Guger Christoph
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Dorian here, an enthusiastic technologist with a learning 
mindset, interested and informed about the latest tech 
advancements and innovations.

I’m an experienced engineer and researcher, working on 
medical technologies and neural interfaces. I’m currently also 
part of a Medtech accelerating program to develop a viable

business idea out of a research project. With over 5 years’ 
experience in academia, I have developed technical skills and 
know-how in the fields of neurotechnology, implantable 
devices, and communication systems, while also pursuing my 
passion for entrepreneurship through business courses, 
enterprise workshops, and self-learning.

Researcher in Neurotechnology.

Dorian Haci
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Dalton earned his Ph.D. in NeuroEconomics from the University 
of Southern California using neuroimaging to study how people 
make food choices and decision-making in children with ADHD. 
After grad-school he founded Boundless Mind, an AI company 
that helped make it easier for app users to set and stick to

behavior change plans. While there, he wrote, Digital 
Behavioral Design, to teach designers how to ethically apply 
the techniques of behavioral science in their products. He 
founded Temper to give people more control over the most 
impactful behaviors in their life – when and what to eat.

CoFounder & CEO at Temper.

Dalton Combs, Ph.D.
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Asaf Harel is the head of BrainstormIL, a national non-profit 
organization in Israel that aims to advance Israel’s Neurotech 
sector. The organization seeks to connect the main pillars of 
the Neurotech ecosystem, comprising the academic, industry, 
finance, non-profit, and medical sectors. With an honorable 
discharge after a 15-year career in the Israeli Air Force, Asaf 
completed a Masters in Computational Cognition exploring 
non-non-linear biomarkers (complexity and criticality) of declining 
cognitive capabilities arising from sleep deprivation and 

correlates of conscious perception. Asaf is currently pursuing a 
Doctorate in Computational Neuroscience in Dr. Oren Shriki’s 
lab, with the main research thrust of accelerating the 
information transfer rate of visually evoked potentials (VEP) 
based brain-computer interfaces in healthy and clinical 
populations. Furthermore, Asaf is the co-manager of 
BCI-4-ALS, a multi-institute academic course set to teach 
studestudents how to develop a brain-computer interface and 
customize it to individual ALS patients.

Chairman Of The Board at BrainstormIL.

Asaf Harel
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Dr Bhuvanesh Awasthi is a cognitive scientist with particular 
research focus on mechanistic and functional accounts of 
perception, emotion and decision-making in humans.
 
As a scientist, he has worked in Europe, United Kingdom, United 
States of America, Russia, China and Australia.
 
HisHis early training was in life sciences from the University of 
Pune, a Consciousness Studies Masters from BITS Pilani and a 

PhD from Sydney, Australia.
 
HeHe has been invited to present his research to a variety of 
audience across North America (Harvard, UW-Madison, UCLA, 
SfN San Diego), UK (Royal Society, Glasgow), Europe 
(Copenhagen, Oslo, Stockholm, Paris, Moscow), Middle East 
(Beirut, Dubai), India (IITs, IIM, IISc, IISER, NIPFP), Australia 
(Sydney, Melbourne) and China (Beijing, Shanghai).

Cognitive scientist.

Bhuvanesh Awasthi, Ph.D.
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Mark Voelker, 63, is a physicist and optical engineer currently 
living in Las Vegas, Nevada. He is building an astronomical 
observatory which will be accessed and controlled online by 
professional and amateur astronomers. In addition to 
astronomy and physics, he is interested and active in cryonics, 
life extension, and the economics and history of money and 
banking. He earned a doctorate in Optical Sciences from the 

University of Arizona in 1993 and has done engineering and 
research in infrared astronomy, scanning probe microscopy, 
hyperspectral imaging, cryopreservation, and high pressure 
physics. He served on the Board of Directors of the Alcor 
Foundation in Scottsdale, Arizona from 1992-1999 and 
currently serves on the Board of the United Precious Metals 
Association in Alpine, Utah.

Physicist and optical engineer.

Mark A. Voelker, Ph.D.
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Giorgio Gaviraghi received his Architectural degree from the 
Milan Polytechnic. He has since taken part in a number of 
graduate courses in management , marketing and design in 
several major universities.

AAt first as Project Architect, later as Project Manager , where he 
was responsible to deal with international projects for the 
Austin Co. an international design and construction copny, he 
has built a distinguisble career across the globe He has acted as 
CEO for international companies operating in Eurpe, the US, 
Latin America and the Middle East in the field of design and 
construction, aerospace facilities , real estate and touristic 
reresorts development.

In several capacities he was responsible for major initiatives , 
some worth over 5$US, such as the design and project 
manangement for the recosntruction of thousands of buildings 
dmaged by the Friuli earthquake, an aerospace facility for for 
commercial aircraft final assembly for Aeritalia – Boeing, an 
aircraft overhauling facility for HAI in Greece, advanced testing 
facilities for SDI initiative in the US, high rises buildings in New 
YoYork, several touristic resorts in Sardinia and the Red Sea 
region.

An achiever of international competitions in innovative 
products and systems for industrial design. Giorgio has 
specislized in space architecture for advanced propjects and 
proposals for major space agencies.Winning as tutor for college 
and high school students over 18 prizes in international space 
settlements and space related projects.

PPartner of the MAAT project consortium for revolutionary 
airship -based air transportation system sponsored by the 
EU.Founder of the Star Voyager organization for the 
advancement of space development and interstellar travel.

FFounder and CEO of edl (exponential design lab) in Latin 
America specialized in adavanced and global projects.Author of 
over 80 papers ranging from space, transportation, city 
planning , design and other topics , including authoring articles 
and books , the latter Global Challenges.by Lambert Pub.

DeDelivered several courses at universities in Eurpe and latin 
America. Actually professor at UFMT in Brazil , teaching 
Exponential Creativity a disruptive post graduate course.

Founder and CEO of EDL.

Giorgio Gaviraghi
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Steven A. Garan is the Director of Bioinformatics at CREA and 
serves on it’s Advisory Board, he is also a researcher at the 
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory. While at the 
University of California, Berkeley, he played a major role in the 
invention and the development of the Automated Imaging 
Microscope System (AIMS). While at UC Berkeley, Garan 
collaborated for many years with a group from Paola S. 
TimiTimiras’s lab, on the role that caloric restriction plays in 
maintaining estrogen receptor-alpha and IGH-1 receptor 
immunoreactivity in various nuclei of the mouse hypothalamus. 
Garan was also the director of the Aging Research Centre, and 
is a leading scientist in the field of aging research. His 
numerous publications, include articles on systems biology, the 
eects of caloric restriction on the mouse hypothalamus and 
onon the Automated Imaging Microscope System (AIMS). He is 
best known for the coining of word “Phenomics”, which was 
defined in an abstract titled: “Phenomics: a new direction for 
the study of neuroendocrine aging”, that was published in the 
journal Experimental Gerontology.

Steven A. Garan, was the lead scientists that developed the 
AIMS system along with Warren Freitag, Jason Neudorf and 
members of the UC Berkeley lab where AIMS was developed 
and utilized. Many journals articles have been published about 

the system and the results that it produced. Since the 
completion of the first version in 1998, newer versions were 
developed, with the final version being completed in 2007. 
Empowering investigators to accurately count specific cell 
populations is essential to all fields of neurobiology. While 
computer assisted counting technology has been in use for over 
a decade, advances in an Automated Imaging Microscope 
SySystem (AIMS), now insure 97% accuracy when comparing 
computer counts to human counts for both nuclear and 
cytoplasmic stained tissue. More importantly, regional analysis 
can now be customized so that only cell populations within 
specified anatomic regions will be targeted for counting, thus 
reducing the background noise of non-immunoreactive cells 
when characterizing specific cell populations. This application 
wwas recently used to successfully map the density and 
distribution of both nuclear expressed estrogen receptor-alpha 
and cytoplasmicly expressed IGF-1 receptor in specific 
hypothalamic nuclei. Furthermore, AIMS can now detect 
intra-hypothalamic dierences in receptor expression and 
measure phenomenon such as lateralization. By using this 
technology, the evaluation of tissue-level biology can be used 
tto establish neuroendocrine biomarkers of aging, and analyze 
the neuroendocrine eects of caloric restriction and gene 
knockout models that extend the lifespan.

Director of Bioinformatics at CREA and serves on it’s Advisory Board.

Steven A. Garan, Ph.D.
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Mikhail A. Lebedev, Ph.D. is the Senior Research Scientist at 
Duke University Medical Center and Scientific Head and Chief 
Research Scientist at the Center for Bioelectric Interfaces in 
the Institute of Cognitive Neuroscience from National Research 
University Higher School of Economics in Moscow, Russia.

HeHe specializes in Brain-Machine Interfaces (BMI) and has 
conducted research in this field all over the world. He is 
immersed in the use of BMIs to enhance and augment human 
potential. He agrees that we have already made some great 
advances in BMI research.

““The most successful BMI system currently in use is the 
cochlear implant where stimulatory electrodes are implanted 
within the auditory nerve. These have been really successful, 
so people who couldn’t hear, now have the ability to do so. I 
think that this type of sensory BMI will continue to develop,” he 
says.

HeHe also predicts that before too long, we will see a major 
breakthrough in BMI systems, which will lead to new 
developments in visual prosthetic devices, which will enable 
blind people to see. He also foresees rapid advancement in BMI 
systems designed to restore motor movements and cure 
paralysis. We have already seen great advancements in 
neuroprosthetics, such as bionic arms and exoskeletons for 
rerestoration of locomotion. According to Mikhail, as 
development in this area continues, such prosthetics will 
become more sophisticated and more streamlined.

Mikhail was born in Moscow in 1963. He earned his Master’s 
Degree of Science in Physics and Technology from the Moscow 
Institute of Physics and Technology (MIPT) in 1986 where he 
became interested in the physics of living systems. Driven by 
this interest, he joined the laboratory of Victor Gurfinkel at the 
Institute for the Problems of Information Transmission as a 
trainee. Mikhail investigated the role of vision (e.g., peripheral 
veversus central visual field) in human postural control.

After his graduation from MIPT, he joined Gurfinkel’s laboratory 
as Junior Research Scientist at the Institute for Problems of 
Information Transmission for 5 years, between 1986 and 1991. 
During this period, he conducted a number of studies on the 
control of posture and movements in humans. In particular, he 
studied tonic muscular contractions evoked by vibratory  
stimulation of muscle receptors, post-contraction postural 
eeects (Kohnstamm’s phenomenon), neck reflexes, and 
electromyographic patterns. He also conducted a study of 
motor unit suppression by limb ischemia.

In 1991, after the Soviet “iron curtain” was lifted and 
opportunities for international scientific collaboration 
emerged, Mikhail moved to the United States, to the laboratory 
of Randall Nelson at the Department of Anatomy and 
Neurobiology of the University of Tennessee (UT), Memphis. 
Here he learned neurophysiological methods for recordings 
from brain neurons in awake, behaving monkeys.

Senior Research Scientist at Duke University Medical Center and Scientific Head.

Mikhail A. Lebedev, Ph.D.
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Nuno is a polymath, a researcher, an entrepreneur, and a life 
and health extension advocate. As a polymath, he usually likes 
to make use of dierent subject areas, drawing ideas and 
concepts from dierent bodies of knowledge to solve specific 
problems.

AAs an illustrative example, his published papers involve several 
fields of research, for example: quantitative neuroscience, 
computer science, nanotechnology, robotics, and others. 
Several previous education experiences have supported and 
nurtured his polymath approach to problems. As a researcher, 
he is interested in any scientific, engineering, or technological 
development with potential applications or consequences for 
hehealthy life extension. Along these lines, he is currently a 
focused on developing technologies for human healthy life 
extension.

In business, he created his own company to fund his education. 
Along the way, several academic awards and grants 
contributed to his necessary funding strategy. The growth of 
his original company permitted him to create a business group 
embracing a set of dierent companies that operate in a large 
spectrum of business sectors, including: business consulting, 

education, information technologies, healthcare services, 
online sales, and several others.

OnOn life extension related topics, early in his life, motivated to 
take control of his own health he decided to make several 
courses related to health-care, body training and nutrition. 
Thus, he completed several courses related to life and health 
care, for example, he is a swimming teacher, a professional 
tennis teacher, a body-building and aero- fitness teacher, a 
power-lifting professor, and he completed also several courses 
in nutrition and sin nutrition and sleep optimization.

As public speaker Nuno participates in conferences and 
meeting providing high quality professional presentations in his 
style. One of Nuno’s public appearances was on a 
groundbreaking large conference (attended by approximately 
one thousand attendees), where Nuno presented along with 
amazing celebrities, such as: the visionary billionaire Peter 
Nygard, the always inspiring Suzanne Somers, and the famous 
futuristfuturist Ray Kurzweil, among many other celebrities… Nuno 
makes easy the understanding of technical challenging 
subjects , making accessible to the general audience the most 
dicult problems.

Polymath, researcher, entrepreneur, and a healthy life extension advocate.

Nuno Martins, Ph.D.
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Dr. Hannah Hare leads the Neurotechnology team at TTP, 
Europe’s largest independent deep tech consultancy. Hannah is 
a product development physicist and has developed clinical 
technologies for household names as well as contributing to 

the success of ambitious start-ups. With a Master’s degree in 
Physics and a Ph.D. in Clinical Neurosciences from the 
University of Oxford, she has a particular interest in biosensing 
and neuromodulation therapies.

Neural Interfaces | Health Technology | Hardware Development

Hannah Hare, Ph.D.
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Ticket Options

www.neurotechplanet.net
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One VIP Gift Ticket for friends

Premium seating

Access to the 2 main networking
lunches with speakers

3 breakfasts

3 nights of accommodation

Full access to Expo Area

Full access to all panels of debate

Full access to all talks

Buy Ticket Now

€2460
PREM IUM

Vip seating

Access to the 2 main networking
lunches with speakers

3 breakfasts

3 nights of accommodation

Full access to Expo Area

Full access to all panels of debate

Full access to all talks

Buy Ticket Now

€1230
VIP

Full access to Expo Area

Full access to all panels of debate

Full access to all talks

Buy Ticket Now

€745
ESSENCIAL

Meet the world's most exciting
companies in the space

Make valuable connections within
our global network

Upskill through our experts
knowledge

Network and connect with our
speakers and participants

Explore all livestream topics
covering current biggest trends

Meet other attendees

Access to all panels

Access to all conference talks

Buy Ticket Now

€159
ONLINE

https://platform.neurotechplanet.com/index.php/register/essencial-online-july-3-2021/


www.neurotechplanet.net

info@neurotechplanet.net

+1(925)2148763
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https://neurotechplanet.com/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCSx2G3JspuB2QuhEARTbAzg
https://www.facebook.com/Neurotech-Planet-105164914819767
https://www.linkedin.com/company/neurotech-planet/
https://www.instagram.com/neurotechplanet_official/
https://twitter.com/NeurotechPlanet



